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The
Municipality
profile

Through the collaboration with Public

The Municipality of Trento is

The steady analysis of the material and

actively engaged in Circular

waste flows permits to identify weak

Economy by enhancing the
application of the Green Puplic
Procurements and the minimum

Autorithies, private and public
enterprises, researchers and citizens the
Municipality gathers, shares and
evaluates information about the local
status of the circular economy and plan
the future activities.

points and makings.
The city of Trento is already involved in
circular activities in the territory, such as

environmental standards, improving

the organization of "Re-Use Days", where

separate collection and providing

citizens can freely exchange their goods,

information for citizens and

and it has agreements with the private

educational trainings for students.

sector to reduce packaging and food
waste.
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Waste
Management
Door-to-door system, recycling
centers, public fees and EPR.

80%

SEPARATE COLLECTION

464 kg
PER PERSON OF URBAN WASTES
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The basic
criterion
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supporting a development model
capable of integrating agriculture,
commerce, turism and crafting
(strengthen markets of food producers,
exploit short supply chain, improve
the activity of territorial marketing for

The Municipality of Trento clearly
defines the sustainability as a
fundamental criterion in its policies.

agriculture products, recover
abandoned areas, promote historical
shops and craftsmen)
Enhancing the relationships cityschool-university promoting

In the Strategy Plan Document of Trento

educational pacts and alliances

several strategic and operative objectives

reducing the urban traffic, lightening

refer to sustainability and circularity.

the cummuter traffic in the city center
and rationalizing the parking system

The Municipality of Trento is actively

(evaluate feasibility of projects that

involved in:

allow a more rationalised and green
access of goods in city center)
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Improving digital and on-line services

Pursuing mitigation actions and

to answer in an innovative way to

adaptation to improve resilience to

citizens needs, facilitating the digital

climate changes and reduce GHG

accessibility to services by companies

emission (extend mitigation principles

and citizens also pursuing new

for reducing GHG emissions in the

technology solutions (improve

most number of activities and

information datasets available in open

initiatives carried on by the Public

data format and grant their availability

Administration)

in the open data local platform)

Making Trento a territory with

Exploiting natural resources, reducing

reduced environmental impact and

their consumption and promoting

improved wealth and wellness

waste recover and materials re-use
(sensitization and information toward
an aware critical resources consumption
and correct waste managing,
experiment and promote the
introduction of operative and
managerial solutions to improve quality
and quantity of separate collection, such
as the separate collection of 'sanitary
tissues', tampons and napkins)
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The holistic
view
An unique multi-sectoral and
transversal vision is part of the
circular economy concept, which
integrates several aspects of the city
services (mobility, energy, wastes,
buildings, etc.)
A holistic approach was missing, that's why
a new figure inside the Public
Administration was established: the
Circular Economy Manager, an already
existing municipal expert in the waste,
environment and energy field, in order to
establish a local and transnational circular
economy network.
From this perspective and after the
identification of weak points and needs
(about waste/material flows, untreated
wastes, circular economy loops, etc.), with
the collaboration of local stakeholders, the
Strategy Plan Document of the
Municipality was integrated with a specific
circular economy section, as follows:
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Support information and materials exchanges between
public autorithies, private and public companies and citizens,
to facilitate the spreading of good practices and the matching
of industrial processes, in a circular economy view, to reduce
waste and to exploit local resources
Promote initiatives in the field of prevention and reduction
of wastes, their separate collection and recycle (evaluate,
experiment and promote the introduction of new operative
and management solutions to prolong goods and materials
life extention, promoting re-use, regeneration, recycle and
echo-innovation)
Implement the information datasets about local material
flows and grant their availability to support research and
innovation, especially to find new methods to use local
resources and reduce waste
Implement the information datasets about local sustainable
and circular activities, in order to improve the information
available for critical consumption
Encourage a critical consumption of resources, especially in
food sector, to reduce food waste and natural resources waste
Support the city's economic system, boosting the supply and
demand of repair and swap services for little domestic goods
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